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Summary
With the advent of virtual-meeting technology, the issue of how to format group meetings
and events has become remarkably complex. Meetings can be completely virtual, completely
face-to-face or a hybrid of the two. Leading companies are using all three formats. The
challenge for meeting planners is deciding which format is most effective for important business
outcomes. Rather than rely on personal preferences or currently popular approaches, the
decision regarding meeting type should rest on specific, scientific criteria. This paper examines
those science-based decision criteria to help executives determine when face-to-face is the
most effective approach to large-group meetings or events. This decision is important because
face-to-face meetings require the greatest investment of all meeting types, and thus carry the
greatest expectations for a strong return on investment. Face-to-face is most likely to be the
best approach in the following three business situations:
1. To capture attention, particularly when you want to initiate something new or different;
2. To inspire a positive emotional climate as a way to catalyze collaboration, innovation
and performance; and
3.	
To build human networks and relationships, realizing that information can increasingly
be shared virtually, whereas the greater value is in people networks and relationships.
The research presented in this paper provides a discerning approach to determining when an
investment in large-group face-to-face meetings and events will have the greatest impact.

Key to success for any business is mutually beneficial interactions with its stakeholders –
customers, employees, suppliers, partners, stockholders, and society at large. Businesses
depend upon the success of these interactions in order to survive and be profitable.
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Weighing the Benefits of Face-to-Face
The recent economic crisis has created a maelstrom of inquiry about effective business practices
with regard to business meetings and travel. With travel budgets slashed due to both the
economy and concerns over the public perception of corporate spending, business leaders
are trying to determine when any business travel, let alone large-group meetings and events,
constitutes a good investment of their limited time and resources. Virtual technologies have
expanded the choices available for large-group meetings and events. Our goal is to simplify the
decision-making process by proposing a set of decision criteria for when an investment in
large-group face-to-face meetings and events will have the greatest impact.
We are aware of several studies that focused on the ROI of travel and meeting expenses and
also looked at business leaders’ perceptions about the benefits or drawbacks of face-to-face
meetings. Here are two of them:

• In 2009, Oxford Economics USA and its partner company, Tourism Economics, conducted a study,
The Return on Investment of U.S. Business Travel, to explore the potential business impact of that
reduction in business travel. Using an econometric model, the study looked at the $206 billion spent
on domestic business travel in 2008. Their research demonstrated that investment in business travel
generates a sales return of $10 to $14.99 for each dollar of investment (p. 9).
• A
 lso in 2009, Forbes Insights surveyed 760 business executives to measure their perceptions about
face-to-face and virtual meetings. The study revealed that while many companies are turning
to technology to provide an alternative to face-to-face meetings, an overwhelming majority of
executives expressed a preference for face-to-face meetings, with more than eight out of ten saying
they prefer in-person contact to virtual. The executives who preferred face-to-face meetings were
then asked why they preferred them. The most frequently cited responses included building stronger,
more meaningful business relationships (85%), ability to read body language and facial expressions
(77%), and more social interaction and an ability to bond with co-workers and clients (75%) (pp. 2-3).

While these studies provide a broad case for travel and face-to-face meetings, our purpose here
is to narrow the scope of inquiry to focus on a strategic decision framework for large-group
meetings and events. Key business outcomes of large-group meetings include aligning people
around key messages and direction, sharing information and knowledge, enabling collaboration
and innovation, and building an inspired culture and climate.
Both virtual and face-to-face approaches play a role in a large-group meeting and event
strategy. We know that virtual meetings can be a powerful way to share information and
knowledge while containing costs and minimizing the carbon footprint. Because we have seen
few studies that examine the objective case for face-to-face meetings, we decided that the
most important contribution we could make was to develop science-based decision criteria
for when face-to-face is the best medium for achieving business outcomes. We decided to
focus here because large-group face-to-face meetings require the greatest investment and,
correspondingly, the greatest expectation for a return on that investment. Our approach to
uncovering decision criteria for face-to-face meetings was to examine the human dynamics that
are best enabled in a face-to-face environment. Our inquiry began with this question, “When
are large-group face-to-face meetings and events the best option to achieving business and
interpersonal goals?”
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The Human Science of Face-to-Face
We culled through social psychological and neuroscience studies that could shed light on the
benefits of face-to-face interactions that are compromised or just can’t be accomplished when
people are not face-to-face. We narrowed a vast array of studies to five focal points: attention,
mirroring, emotional contagion, empathy and trust, and social networks. We explored the
same question from another angle by digging into the data and experiences of Maritz Travel
Company. We wanted to know what our clients and participants had to say about when
face-to-face meetings are the best way to go and why. We conducted a discovery lab where we
made interpretations based on the scientific data, feedback from our clients and participants,
and our own personal experiences of face-to-face meetings.
Based on this research, we propose that there are, broadly, three business needs that call for
face-to-face meetings:
1.	
To capture attention. People’s full attention is needed when you want to initiate
something new or different. When you want to initiate a new or different relationship,
culture, strategy or product, face-to-face is best.
2.	
To inspire a positive emotional climate. Do not underestimate the power of inspiration
and positive emotional climate as a real currency of business. When you want to energize
and inspire, face-to-face is best.
3. To build human networks and relationships. Information and resources are not the
only things needed for work to get done effectively. Increasingly, information is being
commoditized while there is much greater value in “people networks and relationships.”
To power up human networks and relationships, face-to-face is best.

Face-to-face meetings
support three strategic
business needs:
capturing attention,
inspiring positive
emotion and building
personal networks
and relationships.

To Capture Attention
In Maritz Travel Company’s experience delivering virtual meetings, we are seeing a recurring
theme from participant research assessing their virtual meeting experience. Participants stated
that the significant temptation to multitask during virtual meetings was distracting and had an
impact on the meeting objectives being achieved. While this may not be a significant problem
when the goal is to share information to which people can later refer, it is a real problem when
the goal is to initiate something new, whether that is new learning or a new set of priorities
that require a shift in attitude and action.
We propose that face-to-face is the most effective vehicle when you need to capture an
audience’s full attention and focus so they will learn and do something differently. Of
course, capturing full attention and focus is no small statement. Amidst the phenomenon of
ever-increasing information overload and ever-decreasing speed cycles, attention is scarce and
fleeting. In this environment, the lack of a focused and attentive human mind is one of the
greatest limiting factors in effectively executing business strategy.
“Switch-tasking.” We need to dispel the widespread myth that humans are capable of
multitasking—a term that has entered the common vernacular as shorthand for our attempts to
do as many things as possible, as quickly as possible, all at the same time (preferably marshaling
the power of as many technologies as possible, as well). In many quarters, we have, in fact,
embraced multitasking as the key to productivity.
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To Capture Attention (cont.)
In reality, attention is a limited resource. When we attempt to perform multiple tasks at the
same time, the result is more accurately called “switch-tasking,” as the brain is forced to toggle
back and forth between tasks. Despite the brain’s impressive complexity and processing power,
it is limited in its capacity to process information. This means switch-tasking is an inefficient
process that wastes valuable time and energy during the back-and-forth switching (Dux,
Ivanoff, Asplund, & Marois, 2006). Furthermore, memories acquired when multitasking use
a part of the brain that is poorly suited to long-term memory and understanding. People use
an entirely different part of their brain to really learn something—the hippocampus, which is
considered to be a “gateway” to memory formation, as it is responsible for the elaborative
encoding and effortful retrieval processes that allow for information to make its way into
long-term memory. The hippocampus is sensitive to distraction (Foerde, Knowlton, & Poldrack,
2006). Indeed, people with a damaged hippocampus have difficulty forming new memories.
The bottom line is that learning that happens when someone is multitasking cannot be
extrapolated and applied back at the job.
In addition to having limitations on its capacity for attention and information processing, the
brain also seems designed for maximum long-term efficiency. The brain relies heavily on existing
“archived” information and patterns to filter and interpret new information and situations.
While this practice allows the brain to work quickly with limited resources, it can also lead to
overdependence on or attachment to expectations and habitual patterns rooted in the past.
Indeed, the brain often interprets new information and new experiences in ways that confirm
or fit into existing expectations. Over time, this phenomenon is something like being on
“autopilot.” We move through our routines without actually engaging with what is happening
in the moment. We filter out new information that does not fit the old patterns.
Switching off autopilot. Face-to-face business meetings are a way to break through
autopilot. A new environment offers the opportunity to introduce novel experiences and
situations to wake up our brains and open them to see things from a new perspective. Don’t
underestimate the power of novelty and multi-sensory experience. Research conducted by
Richard Mayer demonstrates that when people are engaged with information in multi-sensory
environments, they are more likely to remember the information (compared to single-sense
experiences) and creatively come up with solutions. In fact, John Medina includes stimulating
more of the senses at the same time as one of a dozen key guidelines in his book Brain Rules:
12 Principles for Surviving and Thriving at Work, Home, and School (2008, p. 219).
A case in point involves Starbucks, where CEO Howard Schultz saw how important it was to
capture the full attention of his managers in a large-group face-to-face meeting. In a 2010
Harvard Business Review article, Schultz shared his biggest leadership moment during the
recent Starbucks turnaround. In a controversial decision, Schultz decided to spend the money
for 10,000 of his store managers to meet in person in New Orleans. He did this because knew
that if he could galvanize the entire leadership of the company to adopt the changes needed,
the company would be well on its way. In fact, he boldly declared that had he not had the
face-to-face meeting in New Orleans, he would not have turned things around at Starbucks
(Ignatius, 2010, p. 112).

When you need to
initiate something new
or different, face-to-face is
the best approach.

When you need to initiate something new or different, face-to-face is the best approach.
Face-to-face meetings allow for more focused attention, effective and engaged learning, and a
novel, multisensory experience that is difficult to achieve in the virtual environment.
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To Inspire a Positive Emotional Climate
Perhaps the most compelling argument in favor of personal meetings is their ability to generate
emotions in support of learning and collaboration. Consider the fact that people who work in
the fields of virtual technology and social media still meet face-to-face at annual conferences.
This wouldn’t make sense if personal meetings are completely outmoded. Whether it is the
SXSW Interactive Festival or the Virtualization Conference & Expo, the virtual community
still gathers face-to-face. The people who attend are the same people who create and
evangelize the tools that (theoretically) make face-to-face attendance totally unnecessary.
Sure, the side conversations and hallway meetings are helpful. But there has to be something
more compelling about these personal meetings, something that could be termed irrational,
something that just can’t be replicated even with the highest-resolution video conferencing
tools. This added element exerts a powerful pull on our brain, which still considers human
contact and social face-to-face interaction as key to our survival. This key element is inspiration
(Sierra, 2007).
Face-to-face is the most effective vehicle when we want to inspire people and energize a
positive emotional climate. This positive emotional climate enhances everything, including
collaboration, relationship-building, creativity and performance.
While business seems to pride itself on rationality, the reality is that humans want to be inspired
and motivated, and it’s important to appeal to their emotions. As a recent virtual meeting
participant bemoaned, “Human beings do need to meet face-to-face on occasion to become
‘infected’ with enthusiasm around key messages.”
An emotional climate pervades every level of human interaction inside an organization or
community. This emotional climate affects every aspect of the business from realities as concrete
and tangible as decision-making and the bottom line to broader organizational dynamics like
idea-generation and creativity, readiness and adaptability to change, and the facilitation of
learning processes (Tran, 1998). Managing the individual and collective emotions that make
up a company’s emotional climate is a significant aspect of effective knowledge work. It is a
powerful hidden resource just as real as money or knowledge or physical labor. Business leaders
need to foster positive emotions while also managing the underbelly of negative emotions.
Great businesses understand this intuitively. Now there is also research to help business leaders
understand and manage the emotional climate of their organization.

Managing the individual
and collective emotions
that make up a
company’s emotional
climate is a significant
aspect of effective
knowledge work.

Emotional contagion. In this regard, two exciting areas of research have sprung up recently.
One is the study of “emotional contagion.” In a nutshell, people tend to express and feel
emotions that are similar to and influenced by the emotions of others. Research has confirmed
that emotions, attitudes and moods do, in fact, ripple out from individuals and, in the process,
influence not only other individuals’ emotions, thoughts, attitudes and behaviors, but also
the dynamics of the entire group (Barsade, 2002). People seem to copy emotionally relevant
actions, particularly facial expressions, seen in others. People can “catch” emotional states they
observe in others over time frames ranging from seconds to weeks. Within seconds, there can
be emotional contagion between strangers, even those in ephemeral contact. This has been
documented by the effects of “service with a smile” on customer satisfaction and tipping.
Longer-term emotional contagion has been studied where students who were randomly
assigned to a mildly depressed roommate became increasingly depressed over a three-month
period (Fowler & Christakis, 2008).
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To Inspire a Positive Emotional Climate (cont.)
Mirror neurons. The other new area of study is mirror neuron research. In 1992, a group
of Italian neuroscientists led by Giacomo Rizzolatti discovered what are now called “mirror
neurons,” so named because they seem to be the mechanism by which humans are able to
“mirror” each other’s experience. Mirror neurons react or “fire” in response to intentional and
visible actions or cues. In a conversation, for example, the speaker’s physical body language
causes the stimulation of mirror neurons in the brain of the listener—the same neurons that
would be firing in the speaker’s own mind to make the action happen in the first place. In a
sense, the listener’s brain is mimicking the brain of the person doing the action—if the other
person scratches their head, swats a fly or wipes away a tear, the listener’s brain experiences
similar neural activity as if they were taking that action. This mimicking or mirroring happens
below the level of conscious, explicit recognition. At the same time, the mirror neurons are
also sending signals to the emotional centers of the brain that allow us to feel the emotions of
another person—the happiness of another’s smile or the sadness of their frown—leading to a
deeper sense of shared connection (Iacoboni, 2009, pp. 110-111).
In large-group face-to-face meetings, we can hypothesize that emotional contagion and mirror
neuron activity is activated more effectively because we are able to experience all facets of
language and communication: body language, facial expressions and gestures all add to the
words and verbal cues that can remain one-dimensional in virtual settings. The executives in the
Forbes Insights (2009) study mentioned above understood this at an intuitive level, citing the
“ability to read body language and facial expressions” as the second most important benefit
(77%) of face-to-face meetings. Ongoing research into the role and activity of emotional
contagion and mirror neurons seems to offer a scientific explanation of why and how this is true.
Large-group meetings are a powerful tool to inspire and motivate people while also
strengthening a positive emotional climate that has a ripple effect way beyond the meeting.
The untapped resource of a company’s emotional climate calls for greater and more conscious
attention. As such, meetings can be understood as mission-critical, culture-shaping events
requiring not only the skills of meeting planners and communications specialists, but also the
input and direction of human resources experts.
There are many examples of companies that strategically use face-to-face meetings to create
and encourage a positive emotional climate. Disney’s fun fest strategy includes festivals where
over 40,000 people gather. These festivals are a magnet for people to convene and experience
“the wonderful world of Disney” in an experiential and emotionally engaging manner. Likewise,
Richard Branson emphasizes positive emotions in his Virgin Group and heavily promotes Virgin
as a “fun” organization (as cited in Humphrey, 2009, p. 31). Mary Kay Cosmetics focuses on
the transfer of enthusiasm and uses songs, recognition dinners and national meetings in which
positive emotions are intentionally shared across the organization (Ash, 1981). Even Jack Welch,
whom many would perceive as a highly rational executive, promoted the power of meetings
and utilized them extensively in his well-publicized change processes at General Electric. The
powerful emotional ripple effect within these companies is well-known to anyone who has
interacted with their employees.

The ripple effects of
positive emotional
contagion generated
in a face-to-face meeting
can be felt throughout
an organization.
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To Build Human Networks and Relationships
Relationship-building matters to people. Recently, Meetings Professionals International (MPI),
a 24,000-person global association, made the decision to offer “virtual access passes” so that
people who could not attend their annual meeting would have access to the content and
information. This was a good idea, and people did sign up for the virtual passes. But attendance
at the MPI conference did not wane. As Bruce MacMillan, the CEO of MPI said, “People don’t
attend meetings just to hear the speakers in the room. The real value is what happens outside
the room.” Relationship-building and feeling a part of a bigger community matters within
businesses as well. While virtual meetings are excellent for information sharing purposes, Maritz
Travel Company’s experience reviewing feedback from participants can be illustrated in the
following comments from virtual meetings attendees:
• Information and resources are not the only things you need to do a good job. Relationships
and networks are more important to get things done.
• We need in-person events at least once a year as a kick-off for better relationship-building
and sharing to occur.
Regular face-to-face meetings are critical to effective networking and relationship-building
that can then be augmented with virtual collaboration approaches. The executives surveyed by
Forbes Insights (2009) clearly understood the importance of this human dimension of business,
citing the opportunity to “build stronger, more meaningful business relationships” as the most
important benefit of face-to-face meetings (85%) and “more social interaction and ability to
bond” as the third most important benefit (75%).
Let’s consider why it is that face-to-face meetings facilitate better networking and
relationship-building. We intuitively understand that the real power of organizations is in
the myriad of social connections and relationships that make up the social fabric of the
organizations. Knowledge-sharing, collaboration and interpersonal relationships happen in
many directions. Experts advocate that post-recession success in the emerging new normal
will require a focus on the informal aspects of an organization over the more traditional
hierarchical mechanisms (Katzenbach & Khan, 2010). Informal networks are a powerful
informal lever! Face-to-face meetings provide the best environment for the chaotic process
of networking, reconnecting, story-telling and relationship-building to occur. The informal
exchange of ideas and the “bumping into old friends,” striking up a conversation with
someone you’ve never met before, being introduced to someone a colleague just knew you
had to meet … all in the context of the buzz of energized conversation all around you … just
cannot be replicated virtually. As a virtual participant so eloquently stated, “Virtual facilities
improve interaction and help develop virtual teams across countries and geographies, BUT are
not a substitute for lively human-to-human interaction.”

Face-to-face meetings
provide the best
environment for
the chaotic process
of networking,
reconnecting,
story-telling and
relationship-building
to occur.

Instinct to imitate. The mystery and complexity of human relationship-building is considerable;
however, science can shed some light on what may be happening in a face-to-face environment
that can’t be replicated virtually. Given the human tendency to automatically imitate and mimic
expressions, vocalizations, postures and movements of others, the cognitive and emotional
convergence happening internally at the level of mirror neurons is reinforced and deepened.
This instinct to imitate seems to open the door to a deeper level of bonding and emotional
convergence between individuals (Decety & Lamm, 2006).
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To Build Human Networks and Relationships (cont.)
In addition to helping develop stronger bonds and empathic connections with others, according
to additional research done by Chartrand and Bargh, our tendency to imitate others’ external,
non-verbal cues also seems to increase the likelihood that two people will like each other.
In quite simple terms, when someone imitates us, we like them more (Iacoboni, 2009). This
finding runs contrary to the Spock-like rationality of the business world, where we are more
likely to hear “you don’t need to like each other, you just need to work together.” The topic of
people liking each other isn’t discussed much. Meeting the challenges that face companies in
today’s world requires a much more comprehensive understanding of human dynamics. Much
research has been published on the value of friendships or camaraderie relative to creating
engagement. Now, neuroscience helps us understand why this is so important, and business
meetings provide a vehicle for this camaraderie to be developed.
Face-to-face meetings make possible all of this external imitation and its effects on building
stronger relationships as individuals interact not only during focused exchanges, discussions,
and presentations, but also during all of the surrounding activities. As relationships and
networks are strengthened, the company has a chance to move forward in pursuing its shared
goals, because while people in strained or non-existent relationships are more likely to see ways
they differ, people in great relationships are more likely to see and share what they have in
common (Goleman, 2006, p. 109).
Social capital. These networks and relationships become the social capital of the organization.
Just as the well-established concepts of physical capital and human capital refer to aspects of
an organization that facilitate productive activity, the concept of social capital captures the value
of human relationships, communities and social networks within organizations. It is the quality
of the relationships between the individuals in an organization that provides the collective
resilience, agility and will to succeed that is necessary for business success (Coleman, 1988).
Exhibit 1: Strategic purposes of face-to-face meetings

Broad Business
Need to…
Capture Attention
for Change

Examples of Specific Business Needs
•

Initiate a new strategic direction for the organization.

•

Launch a new product or suite of products.

•

Merge two cultures into a new culture.

•

Renew focus and attention on an existing strategy.

•    Annual or semi-annual meetings to energize people around company
goals, values and priorities.

Inspire a Positive
Emotional Climate

Build Human
Networks and
Relationships

•

Inspirational events to build community and cohesion toward a shared
interest or goal.

•

Recognition events to celebrate top performing individuals and teams.

•

Celebration events that mark important milestones.

•

Annual or semi-annual meetings to enable cultural cohesion and
relationship-building.

•

For dispersed workforces, a regular rhythm of face-to-face meetings to
build trust and effective working relationships.

•

Practitioner, user group and professional community conferences.

•

Dynamic knowledge-sharing and innovation summits.
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To Build Human Networks and Relationships (cont.)
The three business needs that are best met via large-group face-to-face meetings can be
translated into specific examples, as shown in the table in Exhibit 1.
Typically, a large-group face-to-face meeting will address several of these needs during a single
event. At times, a business situation calls for a large-group face-to-face meeting to be initiated
to capture attention needed for a change. Most of the time, large-group face-to-face meetings
should be a part of the regular rhythm of communications that also incorporates informationsharing through virtual media. It is through regular large-group face-to-face forums that people
are able to connect to one another and to the organization or community in such a way that
a sense of collective identification and energized commitment to shared purposes and goals is
instilled. These intangibles go a long way toward creating cultural and business success.

Conclusion
We know from the research done by Oxford Economics USA (2009) and Forbes Insights
(2009) that there is an excellent ROI for face-to-face meetings and that executives prefer them
to virtual meetings. We have gone through a period of expense-cutting and intense public
scrutiny. We are emerging into a focus on growth and innovation where large-group meetings
and events play a key role in setting the conditions for growth and innovation. At the same
time, we must be much more discerning on when various media should be utilized for the
greatest value and ROI. It is important, then, to build a science-informed decision-making model
that can be used to decide when to utilize virtual, hybrid or face-to-face approaches. This paper
focused on the distinct advantages of face-to-face meetings, primarily because determining
whether to meet in person involves the greatest investments and the greatest expectations for a
return on that investment.
In summary, large-group face-to-face meetings and events are the best option when a
business or organization needs to capture attention necessary for a new or different strategy,
relationship or product. It is the best option for inspiring people and building a positive
emotional climate that influences decision-making and performance at every level. It is the
best option for building strong relationships and community that are powerful, informal
levers for success in our post-recession business world. Finally, face-to-face is the only option
for celebration and recognition rituals that enliven the human spirit and shape the cultural
norms of the organization.
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